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Cover Picture by A. J. Musgrave Newton 

WITH this issue we conclude the second 
year of Camera News and we think that 

we can say that it has been a successful year. 
We have seen in our pages reports of P.S.S.A. 's 
first Film Festival and first International Salon 
-milestones in the life of any young Society 
and we have followed the progress of Print 
Collections which have brought to the towns and 
villages of Southern Africa the works of some 
of the world's foremost photographers. 
In fact, looking forward to Volume 3, we 

might be tempted to feel rather complacent but 
that is a dangerous state of mind and we try to 
counter it by thinking of ways to improve 
Camera News-and there are many. It can be 
come bigger; it can blossom forth each Christ 
mas into a worthy volume reviewing South 
African Photography as it should be reviewed; 
it can use colour reproductions. All these things, 
however, cost money and that is not a commodi 
ty readily come by. So, first of all, we want 
new members; the cost of printing each copy 
of the magazine decreases progressively as more 
and more are printed. 
Then there is the question of advertisements. 

Perhaps all our readers do not realise how 
important our advertisers are to the production 
of the magazine; we will be helping ourselves if 
we support them-and tell them why we have 
done so. Also, we need more advertisements; 
perhaps a stage could be reached where we 
would have to limit advertising for the good of 
the magazine but, for the moment, any of our 
readers who can interest their friends, dealers 
and so on, will merit a special vote of thanks. 
Lastly, the quality of the magazine depends 

largely on the articles we, can print and that is 
where everyone can help. Camera News finds 
its way into dark-rooms all over the country 
and if you are able to help the lone workers 
towards better pictures, or inspire even one or 
two people to try out your favourite process, it 
will be something good achieved. Remember, 
too, that this is a photographic magazine so that 
the more pictures we can reproduce with your 
article the better. 
Very soon now, entries will be sought for the 

Second P.S.S.A. Salon and Film Festival. We 
wish our friends in Rhodesia every success but 
wishes are not enough-films and prints are 
far more important. 
Having given our readers so much to do in one 

column, we should at this stage promise never 
to increase this editorial to two columns! 
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Presidential Notes 
By Robt. Bell 

LOOKING through some back numbers of Camera 
News the other day, r came across an article written 

by Andrew Goldie of George, entitled: "What the man 
in the street wants to know." 
Therein he stressed the point, that we must not over 

look the requirements of the beginner in our hobby. 
Strangely enough, that was a matter brought up for 

discussion at the recent meeting of Directors. Namely, 
that we must not forget that the beginner 
is always with us. As progress is made by an 
individual, someone else at the same time is taking up 
the hobby and needs assistance. 
Where a member is able to attend meetings of a Camera 

Society or Club, the situation is eased by that particular 
centre arranging suitable lectures and demonstrations 
for beginners. 
It is the member who is unable to attend such meetings 

who is our concern. How to be of real assistance to him 
or her must always be kept in mind. 

This helping hand is needed from both the Still and 
Cine Sections. 
At the moment, there is the opportunity for the still 

worker to submit prints for comments. But we must go 
further than this. There are many more technical pro 
blems where assistance is needed. 
The M.P.D. will need to think of ways and means of 

reaching out to help those who have recently purchased 
cine cameras and need guidance within that particular 
sphere. 
Also, there is the need for help to those delving into 

mysteries of colour reproduction. · 
Camera News is the main source of sharing our know 

ledge, and the appeal goes out to all advanced workers, 
to help wrth suitable articles for beginners, in either 
still, cine or colour work. 
Those who have received assistance in their own 

early endeavours owe a duty along lines now advocated. 

At the moment my mind goes back over the years 
when, on occasions, the writer was hurrying over a 
meal, because the then young Chris Botha, was sitting 
in the lounge awaiting advice on some technical problem 
covering photography. 

Some years have rolled on since then, and when one 
opens a copy of Camera News, to find that Chris Botha 
of Villiersdorp, has sent in an article for publication, 
there is a warming of the heart in the knowing that he 
is handing on to others, something he has received. 

There must be many such cases within our membership, 
and to these the request to respond, by way of help to 
others, goes out. 
The sharing of knowledge is a gift that can be made, 

without loss to the giver. 
And to the beginners who need such help, may we 

ask that you tell us of your particular problems. Write 
to the editor regarding these, and we will endeavour to the 
best of our ability to overcome them with you. 

ON TO CONGRESS. 

* * 
For P.S.S.A. to become truly effective, it is necessary 

for us all, beginner and advance worker alike, to become 
a family group. Jn furtherance of this idea, we must get 
to know one another. 
The other day, I received a letter from a fellow member: 

Mr. E. J. Forster of Stormsrivier, Cape. The desire now 
is to meet this member, and as he is residing in a district 
not too far removed from my own home town, there is 
every possibility of this coming about. 

* * * 
Congress 

And now, an advance reference covering our 1957 
Congress. Information is to hand to' the effect, that our 
Northern Rhodesian brethren have arrangements well 
under way. 

Block Reservation has been applied for at the Victoria 
Falls Hotel, and other accommodation is also being ar 
ranged elsewhere. 

Visits to the Falls, Wankie Game Reserve, and trips up 
the Zambesi, are among some of the enticing attractions. 
A holiday spent in the vicinity of the Falls, rich in many 

photographic possibilities, is very enticing, is it not? 
Why not combine your annual leave with Congress this 
year. 
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PRINT 

C;RIT:IC;ISM 

By Fred C. Harris, F.R.P.S. 

THIS month I am fortunate in having in front of me a proof from 
the blocks of the prints. This will be a great help, for, as I have so 

often remarked previously, it is most embarrassing to comment on 
gradations which do not ultimately appear in the reproduction, or to 
make reference to the overall darkness of a print only to find when 
receiving Camera News that the print staring at me is thoroughly 

weak and washed out. 

Our first print is GIPSY by Dal. 
H. Wallace and first impressions 
are exceedingly good. The general 
pose and lighting could hardly have 
been improved for both are natural; 
the lighting obviously being out-of 
doors. The overall shape of the 
figure is triangular and the impres 
sion is therefore one of stability. 
Yes, I know the tip of the nose is 
dead central, but the luminous 
part of the face and scarf are to the 
Jeft of this, and we must judge 
placings in the picture space by tonal 
values, not by physical features. 
The turning back of the face is very 
well done, for had the model been 
looking to the left it would have 
thrown the composition completely 
off balance. The general pose of the 
figure is also well done, but there are 
a number of details which could be 
improved; details which make all 
the difference between a good club 
photograph and a good salon one. 
firstly I would draw your atten 

tion to the light on the face. There 
is good modelling in the high-lights 
and good detail in the shadows, but 
in spite of this there are too many 
hard shadow lines. The triangle 

Gipsy Dai Wallace 
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Erening Scene, Grahamstown 

Dai Wallace 

of light on the chin and the triangle 
of shadow on the left of the nose and 
the hard curved lines under each 
eye are all extremely distracting. 
The crease in the neck under the 
chin, and in the fore-arm where it 
rests on the knee are small points 
which should have been noticed and 
either avoided or removed. Even 
worse however is the amputation 
of the poor girl's left hand and the 
worrying visible fragment of right 
arm. The left hand would have been 
better placed on the knee (providing 
the light did not emphasise it too 
much), and the portion of the right 
arm could have been toned down, or 
alternatively brought more into the 
picture with, perhaps, the hands 
clasped together on the knee (again 
without too much lighting emphasis). 
Lastly.yI am worried by all the little 
high-lights in the background; 
especially by the large cornet or 
feather near the left-hand edge. 
They should all have been toned 
down. 

Measured on the basis of amount 
of printed matter, -:most of this 
commentary has been adverse, but 
that does not mean that this print 
is mostly bad: quite the opposite. 
It is a good print, but the minor 
defects take longer to describe. 
Much can be done by control or 
handwork, and I would suggest a 
softening of the edges of the face 
shadows, a darkening of the high 
lights to the lower third, and 

touching out of all the spots in the 
background. 
The next print, EVENING 

SCENE, is also by Dal. H. Wallace 
and some readers may complain 
that Mr. Wallace is taking up rather 
a lot of this feature, more especially 
as one of his prints was used last 
month. Well, if this fact should 
raise any objections it is solely the 
fault of readers themselves for not 
sending in prints. But let us get 
back to our EVENING SCENE. 
Considerable thought has been given 
to this arrangement and it is inter 
esting to have a view taken in 
approaching darkness. The exposure 
has been very well judged, the build 
ings on the left being full of detail. 
But there are two exceedingly 
worrying features. Firstly, I am sure 
Mr. Wallace must have thought an 
awful long time about the pair of 
street lamps on the left. So have I ; 
and the more I think of them the 
more I am convinced that he is 
wrong in leaving them in. The eye 
is continually jumping from the 
main centre of interest to these two 
lamps, and once that happens it is 
usually proof that the offending 
feature should be removed. The 
other item of which I disapprove is 

the hard line at the edge of the 
cloud near the top of the print. 
In fact the whole area of light sky is 
disturbing and would be better 
dispensed with. My suggestion 
therefore is a trim of 1 Y from the 
top and of 1¼" from the left-hand 
side. These trims have several 
beneficial effects, the chief one being 
that it does away with two very 
disturbing light areas-the street 
lamps and the bright area of sky. 
The interest is now concentrated on 
the group of distant street lamps, 
the small break in the clouds and the 
very beautiful reflections on the 
wet road. These trims also have the 
effect of strengthening the position 
of the church spire. It is brought 
more into the picture space and is 
given an effect of much greater 
height by being brought near the 
top edge of the print. The horizontal 
light area across the vertical spire 
is a very strong accent. It may be 
argued that these trims have the 
effect of making rather a large area 
of foreground. I think perhaps this 
is true, but it can be easily remedied 
by a further trim of ¼" from the 
bottom. Two items of control will 
make this trimmed print a very good 
picture-the car headlights at the 
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Famous Products for Photography 
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AVAILABLE 
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KEATINGS PHARMACEUTICALS LTD. 
P.O. Box 256. JOHANNESBURG. 
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base of the church ( under the line 
of the spire) should be touched out, 
and a little more luminosity should 
be introduced into the facades of 
the buildings on the left. Mr 
Wallace can experiment on the print 
in my possession when it is returned 
to him for it will be of no other use. 
During the past few weeks it has 
developed a large number of brown 
stains, and I cannot but express 
my surprise that any serious worker 
should produce a print which is 
improperly processed. Every single 
item in the production of a print 
should he done with meticulous 
care. 
DOCKSIDE VISTA by R. Klem 

is a print which uses the full range of 
tones although the shadow areas 
are rather blocked up. The print is 
an unmounted one, and by holding 
it to a strong light it is possible to 
see that the negative is full of detail 
in the shadows. The base of the 
crane has been used very effectively 
as a frame, but even this would 
benefit with a slight amount of 
detail in the shadow areas. The 
trucks on the right and the lamp 
standards on the left form very good 
and contrasting leads in, and there 
is sufficient atmosphere to throw 
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back the distant buildings. It would 
have been an improvement had the 
man with the barrow been moving 
into the picture rather than towards 
the photographer, and it would 
also have helped if the group of 
figures had been rather less spread 
out, and if the right hand figures 
had been in lighter clothing to have 
broken the rather dark line of the 
shed behind them. 

The sky is a great feature of this 
print and is a mixture of good and 
bad. The faint cumulus clouds just 
above the skyline are very good. 
They are well rendered and also 
help tremendously to give a feeling 
of distance behind the hill. The 
faint cirrus clouds in the centre of 
the sky space are also useful, and if 
they are on the negative (and I have 
no reason to suspect they are not) 
they should be brought out. But 
why is the sky so dark in the middle 
and pale around the edges? As 
Mr. Klem has decided that his frame 
shall be a silhouette, it cannot be 
that he has "dodged" the sky so as to 
give more exposure in the centre. 
If the sky as a whole is rather dense 
on the negative, this would be one of 
the easiest of prints for giving in 
creased sky exposure simply by 
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covering the lower third. If no 
dodging was used, the author 
should look to his enlarger illumi 
nation and check whether it is even. 
But my chief worry about this sky 
are those ''cirrus clouds" around the 
edges-particularly the left-hand 
edge. They look unreal, and after 
they had worried me for a long time 
I decided to find out. A piece of 
rubber soon proved my worst 
fears. Most readers will know that 
I have no objection whatever to 
hand-work on a print if the picture 
can be improved thereby, but hand 
work carries with it two essentials. 
The method used must be permanent, 
and the result must not look false. 
Mr. Klem has broken both these 
rules. But in any case what was he 
trying to gain by introducing these 
very strong lines going down to the 
lower left-hand corner? (they are 
much stronger on the original print 
than in the reproduction). The eye 
is being continually forced away from 
the centre of interest, and anything 
which tends to do this should be 
avoided. 
The final print, GHOST OF 

GAMMA, is also by Mr. Klem, but 
is an entirely different type from the 
previous one. In fact 1 am complete 
ly floored to know how to comment. 
Most of the print area consists of 
an old wall face with a technically 
well rendered "texture" produced by 
the action of the elements on old 
distemper. _ At the foot is an old 
door opening which surely cannot be 
regarded as a thing of beauty either 

· in itself or from the lighting on it. 

Dockside Vista R. C. Klem 
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To the left is a shadow of another 
photographer who appears to be 
winding on his film. Even the title 
has got me guessing, and I must 
apologise to Mr. Klem if I am rather 
dense. All I can think of is that 
gamma is closely associated with 
the characteristic curve, and the 
ghost photographer in the print is 
adopting the characteristic curve of 
all photographers in bending over 
his camera. As a general rule I am 
quite uninfluenced in my commen 
taries by anything which may appear 
on the back of a print, but in this 
case I am afraid I looked there for 
help or inspiration. It appears that 
this was chosen by one of our clubs 
as a "print of merit" and appears 
to have received 78~0 marks. 
There is also a brief commentary 

written on the back, and as my, own 
efforts can be of little help to anyone, 
I feel that I might pass on the 
remarks of some unknown person. 
These are as follows: "The idea 
behind this picture and the title 
have made it a winner. There is 
not too much in it otherwise. 
Technique is excellent. Here is an 
example of making a picture out of 
nothing." For my own part I am 
afraid I am unable to arouse any 
enthusiasm. 

Ghost of Gamma R. C. Klem 

This issue of "Camera News'' completes Volume II 
and arrangements have been made for full sets to 
be attractively bound. Your copies should be sent to 
the Chairman of the Journal Committee ("Woodbine,'' 
Princess Avenue, Newlands,. Cape), together with a 
remittance for 12/6 plus 1/6 per copy for any issues 

short of the complete volume. 
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Genoeg van BooJD-Pad-Berg ! 
Deur Christo S. Botha 

IN die fotokuns het ons hoofsaaklik twee groepe 
fotograwe. Van die een groep se werk kan ons se 

wat ,,Art Editor" in die A.P. van 16 Januarie 1957 se van 
,, Magnum" se uitstalling by die Photokina van verlede 
jaar: 

,,Hard, soot-and-whitewash prints, with grain like 
the pebbles on Brighton beach, bad definition and blurred 
images that resemble ectoplasmic manifestations .... an 
insult to the photographic process." Oor hierdie mense 
gesels ons nie. 

Van die ander groep, so goed bekend in ons eie land, 
kan ons se dat hulle gedurig op soek is na die B.P.B. 
prent-die Boom, Pad, Berg-prent. Ek wens ek kon die 
petrol besit wat al uitgery is op soek na die boom wat op 
die S-draai staan met die berg in die verte ! Werklik, 
van die B.P.B.-prent is ek nou sat. Dan word die negatief 
so 'n slag orngedraai en die geliefkoosde wolk-negatief 
word nader gesleep. So 'n bietjie bleikmiddel word 
gebruik om die boomstam en die pad te verhelder en 
siedaar-die Salon-foto is gereed. En leser, hy word 
aangeneem en vertoon. Hierdie soort prent moet werklik 
uitstaande wees om oorspronklik te wees. Die fotografie 

moet tog eie wees aan homself. Daar is so baie onder 
werpe wat uitmuntend geskik is vir die fotografiese 
proses en wat net deur die kamera uitgebeeld kan word. 
Hierdie tipe prent kan net deur die fotograaf en kwalik 
deur die skilder vasgele word. Die mens en sy doen en 
late in ons tyd is die gebied waar die kamera alleen heers. 
Waarom nou aanhou speel op die ou ramkie met nog 
net een snaar? Probeer iets anders as die B.P.B.-prent, 
wat ons tog nooit so goed sal kan uitbeeld as die skilder 
nie. Aksie, beweging, emosie en ligspeling daag ons uit 
orn hulle vas te le in 'n vorm wat esteties strelend is. 
Aanvaar die uitdaging. U sal vind dat u aan baie hoe 
eise sal moet voldoen. 
Moenie tyd verspil met eksperirnente nie, heeldag 

nuwe ontwikkelaars uittoets nie, bestee al u aandag aan 
die prent. Gebruik die uitmuntende films van middel 
matige gevoeligheid soos FP3, Isopan Fen Adox R 17 en 
ontwikkel hulle in ID 11, D76 of Rodinal-en basta. A-. u 
35 mm. gebruik, laai met Pan F, Adox KB 14 of Isopan 
FF, ontwikkel in Rodina! 1-100, en laat staan al die ou 
argumente oor korrelagtigheid ens.-maak die foto ·s. 
Sterkte. 

Vasvat kerels ! Christo S. Botha. 
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NE\\~S FROM THE TRADE 

KODAK RESEARCH INTO NATURE OF FILM EMULSIONS 

LEADS TO DEVELOPMENT OF NEW VERICHROME PAN FILM 

S CrENTIFIC research into the basic nature of photo 
'-- graphic film and the making of film emulsions has 
resulted in the development of a versatile new black 
and-white film that meets most needs of the casual 
snapshooter and advanced photographer. A new film 
that translates every colour in an original scene into its 
true black-and-white value, reduces exposure errors, 
and provides sharper pictures. 
The new film, Verichrome Pan, is being introduced 

throughout the world by the Kodak Company. It re 
places Kodak Verichrome and Plus-X films, long the 
favourites of amateur and advanced photographers, and 
it is faster than either of its predecessors. 

A major advantage of the new film is the high degree 
of image sharpness and resolution it provides in a finished 
picture. Research at the world-famous Kodak labora 
tories in Rochester, N. Y., led to the discovery of methods 
of .measuring and defining this phenomenon, called 
"acutance". Applying this new-found knowledge of 
acutance, Kodak has been able to put the new film into 
production in all its factories for distribution to photo 
graphers all over the world. These picture makers, as a 
result will obtain more sharply defined images and 
crisper detail in their pictures than ever before. 
Research into the nature of light's initial effect on 

the silver halides that are active ingredients in many film 
emulsions also aided development of Verichrorne Pan. 
By simultaneous bombardment of silver halide grains 
with light beams and electrical charges, Kodak scientists 
have traced the direction of electron movement when 
such grains are exposed to light. These recent original 
discoveries by Kodak scientists on the basic natures of 
the emulsion process, helped make production of the 
new film possible. 
Here are other advantages of the new film: 
It is a panchromatic film, sensitive to all colours 

including the true tones of reds and blues as well as other 
colours of the spectrum. On prints made from the new 
film blue eyes or skies, and red lips or flowers will thus 
reproduce with greater tonal accuracy. 

Because Verichrome Pan is a fine grain film, even out 
size prints are smooth and sharp, and it's hard to detect 
any grain in a well-made enlargement. 

Verichrome Pan is fast, requiring less light to make 
brighter pictures. The A.S.A. daylight rating of the new 
film is 80. It has a tungsten index of 64. The film's 
panchromatic sensitivity permits the use of deep orange 

and red filters when dramatic effects are desired in such 
pictures as cloud scenes, aerial shots, mountain scenes, 
and photographs of flowers against a blue sky. 
The new film's versatility provides sunny day snapshots 

that are more natural looking and permits brighter 
pictures on dull, cloudy days. Details in flash pictures 
also are improved. 
Photographers will like the new film's wide latitude of 

exposure which permits them to obtain bright snapshots 
using a simple box-type camera in differing light situ 
ations, or gives them a generous margin for error when 
they set lens opening and shutter speed on more advanced 
cameras. In other words, it protects the user from over 
or under=-exposure. 
Kodak Verichrorne Pan Film is now being introduced 

in South Africa in all popular roll film sizes. It is also 
obtainable in Film Packs. 

FIXO-TEST 

A scientific test for Fixers 

Save Fixer 
and be sure of you1· 

prints 

· . From your dealer or from "U go", 
Worcester 
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WHETHER vou use a box, or a 
three hundred pound set-up, 

you can achieve dramatic effects 
quite easily. 
The secret, as with all successful 

photography irrespective of the cost 
of equipment, lies in the correct use 
of light. Yes, I know you've heard 
that one before. . . . I lay no claim 
to originality; but I also make no 
apology for stressing it again. It 
must be impressed upon the budding 
academician, that the light, even its 
minor variations often unnoticeable 
to the eye, will make a considerable 
difference to the negative. 
I hear someone murmur that 

different printing papers take care of 
minor variations; but this is not 
entirely correct. While it is true 
that varying papers can make a 
flat negative usable, and a contrasty 
negative turn out a passable picture, 
NO paper can produce a perfect 
print from a bad negative. 

To obtain a perfect negative, 
correct use must be made of the 
available light. This rule just 
cannot be broken with impunity. 

Varying conditions call for a wide 
differentiation in negative control, 
if you wish to achieve particular 
results. 
This rule applies to colour as well 

as black and white, although the 
treatments for the two emulsions 
differ greatly. 
Do you want glamour and punch 

in your pictures'i->- If so, I suggest 
you try the "against the light" 
technique. It is easy, if simple rules 
are observed. But let me say at the 
start, that bloomed lenses will be 
found far superior to all older types 
for this sort of work. In fact, I 

DBAt\MATIC'' 
By H. G. Cloete-Noding 

personally would choose a £15- 
camera with a reasonably good 
coated lens in preference to a £50- 
outfit with an unbloomed Tessar ! 
This is because I have a strong 
preference for against the light work 
whenever it is practicable. 

In this article it is impossible to go 
into technical details relative to 
light refractic n on surfaces that are 
bloomed as compared to those 
unbloomed. Thus I will merely 
say, that the incident of flare is 
reduced to a minimum by this 
coating. 
Now let us consider the technique 

of taking these pictures. We will 
presume you wish to photograph 
your wife or girl friend. . . . So you 
first choose a suitable background, 
preferably in shadow. 
The sun can be in either of two 

main positions : 

(a) To the left or right rear, and 
above the subject; or (b) Directly 
behind the lady. (The sky is 
the obvious background here). But 
remember, it must never shine 
directly on your lens. To avoid 
this happening, you can either use a 
lens hood, or shade it carefully. If 
the latter method is used, be sure 
your hood does not encroach on the 
photograph. If your subject has the 
light directly behind her, be sure 
that she shadows the lens completely. 
Stray rays can creep between arm 
and body with fatal results. 
Now for the exposure : if you 

have a meter, set your camera for the 
reading as taken about twelve inches 
from the shadow area of the subject. 
Be sure no reflected sunlight reaches 
the meter, or your readings will be 
far out. If using an indicator, set it 
for 'close up shadow', and then shoot 

Fishing from Noordhoek 
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BOTDNERS 
The Mecca of Amateur and Professional Photographers 

THE FINEST SELECTION OF STILL CAMERAS 
LEICA CONTAX II CONTESSA ·IKOFLEX FLEXO 
ROBOT PLAUBEL . EXACTA . SUPER IKONTA . AGFA-KARAT 

PECO STUDIO CAMERA 4 x 5 

CINE CAMERAS AND PROJECTORS 
PAILLARD-BOLEX . BELL & HOWELL . REVERE . KEYSTONE 

TELEPHOTO AND WIDE ANGLE LENSES 
LEICA SCHNEIDER WOLLENSACK 

for Cine and Still 
STEINHEIL, Etc. 

BEST DEVELOPING AND PRINTING 
Come and discuss your problems and 

let's do a friendly deal 

C. BOTHNER & SONS LTD. 
CAVENDISH CHAMBERS . 183 JEPPE STREET 

Telephone 22-0981 JOHANNESBURG P.O. Box 2888 

CAPE TOWN, 
80 St. George's Street, 
Telephone 2-3941. 

PORT ELIZABETH, 
112 Main Street, 
P.O. Box 1519. 

DURBAN. 
393 Smith Street, 
P.O. Box 2825. 
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accordingly. Use the smallest lens 
opening, relative to the conditions. 
But remember that movement of the 
camera is fatal at ANY shutter 
speed if you want a sharp picture; 
though, naturally, the faster the 
shutter, the less noticeable the blur 
will be. 

You should now obtain a negative 
with good shadow detail, while 
having a halo of light encircling the 
subject. This is particularly effective 
where fair hair is placed before a 
dark background. The same tech 
nique can be used for studies of 
small children and animals with 
delightful results. 
For scenic work, a slightly differ 

ent approach is advisable. 
With landscapes, a tree or building 

can be used to shade the lens, but a 
lens hood is preferable if other than 
a boxcamera is used. For exposure 
take either the shadow reading from 
the hand, or if you want semi 
silhouette effects, a general reading 
away from the sun. The latter can 
be very dramatic. 
For real scenic glamour, nothing 

can compare with water. [n this 
instance it is usually best to shoot 
at settings between the extremes of 
highlight and shadow. If the sun is 
behind cloud, shoot as indicated by 

a general reading with your back to 
the light. This method was used in 
the accompanying pictures, and the 
results speak for themselves. 

If you possess a polaroid filter, try 
two shots; one with, and one with 
out it. When working over ripples 
or waves which tend to reflect light 
into an unbloomed lens, a polaroid 

filter is almost essential for other 
than box cameras. 
One final tip that is useful to 

remember: 
If you are doubtful about the 

degree of screening offered by a 
cloud, look directly at it. lf you can 
do so without a tendency to screw 
up your eyes, it is a reasonable bet 
that the light will not cause flare. 

"Sunlit Sea'', Noordhoek 

BOOM-DARKENING DRAPERY 
INCREASING use of motion pictures and slides 

during educational and business conferences has 
created a growing need for an efficient room-darkening 
drapery material which is both attractive and durable. 
To fill this need, a new flame-resistant, vinyl-coated 
opaque fabric to darken window areas in schoolrooms, 
conference rooms, and auditoriums for daytime audio 
visual programs has been developed by the Du Pont 
Company's Fabrics Division. 
The new "Tontine" fabric is coated with vinyl plastic 

on both sides. The surface facing the room may be in 
pastel shades of green, gray, beige, and brown, each in 
a choice of three embossed patterns. Barony Pattern is 
a tweed effect, Shetland is a modern geometric pattern, 
an. l Lorient uses vertical wavy Jines for its pleasing 

texture. The exterior surface of the drapery material 
is faced in a neutral shade of creamy beige. Complete 
opacity is provided by an intermediate coating of black 
vinyl plastic. 
Flame resistance is so high that this new drapery 

material has been approved by national, state, and 
municipal authorities in the United States of America. 
"Tontine" can be cleaned easily since it is non-porous 

and does not collect dust. It is so soft that it drapes 
gracefully over large areas, yet can be drawn open into 
a minimum of space. It can be sewn and pleated and is 
adapted to the same types of fixtures as conventional 
draperies. It is also designed to provide durable flame 
resistance, high resistance to deterioration, tearing, 
discoloration, shrinking, stretching, and brittleness. 
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ACCUMULATORS 
For Electronic Flash Units 

By Sonnenschein 
3 amp. for Standard Unit £3-19-6 
6 amp.for Heavy Duty Unit £4-17-6 

INITIAL CHARGING FREE 
Postage 1 /4d. 

( Charged Batteries cannot be sent by Post) 

'CAMERA HOUSE (PTY.) LTD. 

206 JEPPE ST. PHONE 23-0683 JOHANNESBURG 

HORNE & PLATOW (Pty.) Limited 
P.O. Box 4403 Johannesburg 

Importers of good quality Japanese Cameras· - 
and Optical Goods 

AIRES y ASIIICAFIAEX 

VESPER 

SEKONIC 

PLUM 

STOCKED BY ALL LEADING PHOTO HOUSES 
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CONGRESS 

Ray Ryan enjoying some 
refreshment after a busy period 
of recording 'members at the 
Braaivleis, (Photo: Wm. Kidd) 

Basil Smith and Vera Vertue 
in deep discussion whilst 
members admire the view to 
wards Lion's Head. 

(Photo: Geoffrey Mang in) 
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ECHOES 

Wm '·Rosy.. Rosewitz per 
suade hard-headed Bill Vye? 

(L to R.) Eric Vertue, Jess 
· Oakes, Ray Ryan, Peter 
Barlow' and Mrs. Barlow. 

(Photos: Wm. Kidd) 
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MAKE-UP 
ANDMODt:LS 

by Mark Lewis 

Figure 1 

THE quite inspiring lecture given 
to the C.T.P.S. recently by 

Miss Maureen Bateman on Photo 
graphic make-up coincided with 
my own views on the subject of 
photographing people in general and 
women in particular, especially by 
artificial light. 
I am addressing these remarks 

primarily to users of miniature 
cameras-that is, up to 2¼" square, 
to whom serious afterwork on the 
print is a nightmare and that on the 
negative well-nigh impossible. 

My own camera is a Rollei, pro 
ducing the normal 21" square format 
and as portraiture is my pet subject, 
I can almost visualise the sorrowful 
shakes of the heads of enthusiasts 
who swear by a longer focal length 
lens for this work. However, be that 
as it may I am happy with what l 
have. 

Some time ago, l had the pleasure 
of photographing the young lady you 
see in figure 1. I think it can safely 

Figure 2 
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be said that the print has possibilities. 
I only hope the blockmaker does 
not inadvertently omit the freckles 
on the model's neck and shoulders, 
for therein lay my first shocked and 
positive reaction to the prior need 
for make-up. It may be said that the 
correct filter may have subdued these. 
All I can say is, "try it and see". I 
did. 
The negative itself was very nice 

indeed. Easy to print and all that. 
But the prospect of eliminating all 
those freckles on either the negative 
or the print proved too much for 
me and the picture was regretfully 
shelved. 
I then had a chat with my wife 

on the subject. Women know all 
about these things. 

The outcome of this was that on 

CAMERA NEWS 

the next occasion I was fully armed, 
both with make-up and the thought 
that a small tin of Mr. Faktor 's 
concoction was a lot better than 
llb. of Mr. Farmer's. 

That this proved correct is shown 
in figure 2, although by this time I 
had to progress to a different model. 

Miss Bateman very kindly gave me 
a list of make-up to be used with the 
correct order of application. Whilst 
the list is fairly formidable, in the 
hands of an expert it is only a matter 
of minutes before the total applica 
tion is completed. As none of us 
can perhaps claim to be experts, 
while publishing the full list, I have 
added at the end an abbreviated 
version which I have found useful for 
most occasions: 

387 

1. Cleansing Cream (can be 
ordinary cold cream, this is used to 
remove all street or previous make 
up ). 

2. Skin tonic (after skin is cleansed, 
the tonic is patted on with a piece of 
cotton wool). 

3. Medium, Light, Dark foundation 
(this is what really helps, can be had 
in solid or cream form and if you use 
the right shade, freckles can be 
obliterated completely). 

4. Rouge (cream for preference, 
can be had also in solid form, applied 
gently on the upper cheekbones and 
worked in an upwards, "towards the 
eyes", motion. The red shade will 
photograph in black and white only 
as a deeper shade of grey, using 
medium pan film, so quite a lot can 
be used, this helping to get a model 
ling effect. Colour users will of 
course aim for naturalness). 

5. Eye shadow (applied on the 
upper lids only, can be blue or 
light .green, I have found the blue 
better, the green tending to appear 
too dark on the print). 

6. Eye-brow pencil (brown or 
black-applied orily to the actual 
eyebrows ; play safe here or you may 
have to use Farmer's reducer after 
all). 

Figure 3 
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7. Powder-dark or medium 
(patted on all over the face and neck, 
with a fine puff, and make sure that 
any line you may have left with the 
foundation cream particularly on 
the neck is well merged with the 
normal skin tone. The use of face 
powder tends to soften and generally 
mould the delicate tones together, 
apart from removing any unwanted 
shine). 

8. Lipstick (the final touch 
should be applied with a brush but 
no matter what lipstick you use, the 
necessary "shine" you need for the 
glistening effect can only be obtained 
two ways-either the model has to 
continually keep wetting her lips 
whilst the camera is in use-or 
preferably, go over the lips with a 
light coating of brilliantine. This 
will stay on and give you all the glow 
you want). 
It is also possible to control 

contours to a certain extent by using 
a dark foundation cream carefully, 
i.e., to make the nose appear narrow 
er etc, but this is not very easy in 
practice and I have found that choos 
ing the right camera angle is a lot 
safer. 
As an abbreviated version, the 

essentials are: Foundation cream, 

Figure 3a 

( The Author himsell) 

lipstick and powder and incidentally, 
cotton wool can be used for putting 
everything on except the lipstick! 
So in case your model does not 
come armed with all the ingredients, 
keep the above four articles handy 
plus a supply of hairpins (to reduce 
that odd wisp of hair). I might 
even mention here, without unduly 
digressing, that a few hairclips and 
bulldog clips are also handy, the 
latter being used for holding cloth 
together and avoiding bulging lines. 
The clips should not be seen by the 
lens of course ! 
As regards Men, very little need be 

done as nearly always, the normal 
lines on the face add character to 

your picture. (Figure 3.) But, 
strongly recommended is the use of 
face or rather after-shave talc powder 
to cover that awful black looking 
beard you get, even though you 
know the subject has recently shaved. 
Nothing hits the film more, from that 
clean looking skin, than those tiny 
bristles lurking beneath the surface. 
(3a). 

Babies and children can be left 
quite alone normally, their skins 
being too good to touch and you 
will only be gilding the lily in so 
doing. If on the other hand, 
you have a small child who must be 
photographed, although he or she is 
showing a teething rash perhaps, 
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then it is worth using the foundation 
cream only, to cover the· spots. 
Otherwise, they will certainly show 
on the print. (Figure 4.) 
Finally, there is the question of the 

right type of film to use. This is 
largely a matter of choice, ultimately 
depending on the amount of en 
largement you are going to require. 
There are advocates of chrome film 
especially for photographing men, 
but chrome film is not notoriously 
fine-grained, as far as miniature 
work is concerned. I find it best to 
use a medium speed pan, in this case 
FP3 which coupled with Promicrol 
gives me all the fineness of grain I 
want, plus the extra speed which is 
useful when picturing children. 
The slower fine grain types like Pan 
F can be somewhat too contrasty, 
particularly if your lighting of the 
subject proves too harsh on the 
occasion. 
The faster films admittedly have a 

better gradation and if I were using 
a plate or larger camera, then I would 
choose HP3 or similar, but generally 
speaking, it is better to control your 
contrast with the right lighting 
effect. The ultimate aim after all is 
perfect quality and nowhere is 
quality more desirable than in 
portraiture. 

Figure 4 

P.S.S.A. INSIGNIA 
BLAZER BADGES, in Braided Wire 65/- 
TIES (Small Crest Repeated on Maroon or 

Royal Bluc=-Optional) 13 /6 
MEMBERSHIP CARD WALLETS 3/6 

~at Co,,.,,an's or Teehnieo 
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NOllON PllTUDI O/V/$/0N 

''SEMI-STRIPE'' 
or 

THE MARRIAGE OF FILM AND TAPE 
By Gerald Stoch 

PART 1 

QUITE a lot has recently been 
written about mag-stripe, tape 

recorders and stroboscopes and the 
satisfactory position has been reach 
ed where we now have a standard 
strobe. Whichever way one looks 
at the problem, however, mag-stripe 
is still quite expensive and a strobe 
remains a strobe with all its inherent 
weaknesses like lack of precision 
sync., the inability to measure degree 
of asynchronism, the inability to 
enjoy to the full one's own films and 

a host of other minor drawbacks. 
It is surprising therefore that a little 
article by Keith W. Brookes entitled 
"Success in the Search for Sync.", 
published in the November 1955 
issue of A.C.W. has passed by almost 
unnoticed. 
The method, christened "Semi 

Stripe" is an ingenious one whereby 
the tape recorder controls the pro 
jector speed. The operation is as 
follows: The film and the tape are 
wound up together on the supply 
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FIGURE I. 

reel. The film is threaded quite 
normally through the projector 
while the tape is delivered to the 
tape recorder. In its simplest form 
the tape can be made to pass through 
the "gimmick" shown in fig. 1, which 
consists of two spindles (8 mm. 
projector rollers) attached to a frame 
and one loose weighted spindle. A 
loop is formed in the tape such that 
tensioning of the tape causes the 
weighted spindle to rise. One minor 
modification is still required on the 
tape recorder. At 16 f.p.s. the lineal 
speed of 16 mm. film is 4.8" per 
sec. It can be readily seen that since 
the tape and film are wound up on 
one reel, the tape will be paid out at 
this speed as the projector consumes 
film. Thus it is now necessary to 
modify the tape recorder to consume 
tape at 4.8in/sec. This would prob 
ably put a large number of cine 
workers off but actually the adjust 
ment is usually quite simple. Most 
tape recorders have a driving spindle 
approxirnately j" diameter to operate 
the 3¾'' per sec. speed. By easing a 
tension spring of 20 gauge thickness 
(if spindle is exactly ¼'' diameter) 
having a hole just under -¼" diameter 
over the spindle the adjustment is 
complete. (For the purists: this will 
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FIGURE 2. 

give a tape speed of 4.83 inches per 
sec. and a film speed of 16.1 f.p.s. 
good enough!!). With this complet 
ed we have the set-up shown diagram 
matically in fig. 2, and let us see 
what happens when we switch on the 
tape recorder and projector. We 
might be lucky and start off with 
the rheostat on the projector set 
correctly, and tape and film running 
smoothly together with spindle A 
floating gently in the air. If we are 
unlucky (but not too unlucky) the 
projector will supply tape either 
faster or slower than the tape 
recorder consumes it, in which case 
spindle A will move either down or 
up. This movement will be immedi 
ately noticeable and can be corrected 
by slowing down or speeding up the 
projector (respectively). In order 
to maintain sync. spindle A will be 
allowed to come to rest at a pre 
determined level. Now, although 
the spindle set-up still requires 
watching it will readily be appreci 
ated that apart from sync. being 
easily achieved,, a further very 
important advantage immediately 
arises by the use of this method and 
this is that the degree of asynchronism 
is measurable-something which can 
not be achieved with a strobe. 

"Ah," says the sceptic, "but what 
about tape stretch and especially 
tape slip?" Let me deal with tape 
slip first. This basically means that 
the tape recorder is consuming tape 
slower than it should be and there 
fore the projector is running faster 
than the tape recorder. This is no 

different from the previous position 
and the correction is as before. With 
tape stretch, however, an interesting 
position arises. lt should have been 
stated earlier that the tape and 
film are first joined to each other 
before winding on to the supply 
reel. A Jong end leader (trailer) 
is used and the film and tape are 
never allowed to run completely off 
the supply reel. In case of accidents, 
however, sync marks are made on 
tape and film. Now, since the film 
and tape are joined at the end any 
stretch in the tape after the recording 
has been made will be noticed from 
the shift of additional sync. marks 
placed at the beginning of film and 
tape. Thus, any asynchronism which 
may result from tape stretch is known 
before projection commences and an 
allowance can be made. The simplest 
method of making this allowance 
is to start off with the floating spindle 
lower than its normal position by 
half the tape stretch, and gradually 
adjusting the projector speed to bring 
it up to the normal position. I have 
found, however, that the tape stretch 
is rarely more than 2 inches in a 
300 ft film. This means that at the 
start of the film the asynchronism is 
less than ½ sec., which, for commen 
taries, is still perfect. 

It can be seen that for effective 
operation of semi-stripe the film 
used must be such as to give a 
suitable tape speed. For 16 mm. 

film these speeds are 4.8 inches per 
sec. at 16 f.p.s. and 7.2 inches per 
sec. at 24 f.p.s. (Since most recorders 
are built to run at 7½ inches per sec., 
no recorder adjustment is required 
if one is prepared to project at 
25 f.p.s.) Using a standard Webcor 
recorder I have found very little 
loss of quality at 4.8 inches per sec. 
certainly of a standard equivalent 
to the usual optical sound although 
naturally not of Hi-Fi standard. 

For 8 mm. film, however, minor 
difficulties will be experienced. Tape 
speeds at the standard film speeds of 
24 and 16 I.p.s. are 3.6 and 2.4 inches 
per sec. respectively. Again if one is 
prepared to project at 25 f.p.s., 
this higher speed becomes the stan 
dard recorder speed of 3¾ inches per 
sec. There is a recorder on the 
market at present which has been 
built for the lower standard speeds 
of It and 3¾ inches per sec. Judging 
from a reader's remarks in the 
October '56 issue of A.C.W. this 
recorder is capable of giving very 
good results at the lower speeds and 
it may well be that a tape speed of 
2.4 inches per sec. is capable of 
giving fairly acceptable results with 
incidental· music. Any switch to 
semi-stripe by 8 mm. workers will, 
however, need very careful exami 
nation of reproduction possibilities 
before the necessary equipment is 
purchased or alterations effected. 

The modifications to existing 
equipment described in this portion 
of my article has been presented in a 
form whrch will enable the average 
worker, not acquainted with the 
electrical functioning of projectors 
etc, to build an almost fool-proof 
sync, set-up. For those who would 
prefer something a bit more auto 
matic and streamlined (and at the 
same time a bit more complicated 
electrically) I shall describe in 
next month's issue of this Journal 
an improvement on the set-up as 
presented in this article. 

(To be continued) 
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~INEMATOPI~S 
By Louis Gordon 

NOW that M.P.D. has celebrated its first birthday and 
first Film Festival with good news, such as the 

A.C.W. Ten Best to become available to us soon, I feel 
prompted to answer the appeal of our energetic and hard 
working chairman, Julius Sergay, to assist with articles, 
and trust other M.P.D. members will do likewise. 

A great deal has been written about the basic elements 
of cine work such as exposure, camera steadiness, gadgets, 
and, more recently, sound, and we have almost complete 
ly neglected to deal with cinematography as an art. 
Briefly, to draw an analogy, a still photographer does not 
merely point his camera at, say a ship, take a shot of it, 
(although the exposure and detail of the ship are perfect) 
and hope to have his print accepted at a salon. In a like 
manner the cine worker cannot hope to set his camera 
in front of objects, moving or otherwise, and splice them 
together and hope to produce an exhibition film or even 
a good club effort, unless he has acquired and applies the 
basic rules of cine technique. 
Amateur cinematography has only become really 

popular during the last ten to fifteen years and during 
that period I have viewed many hundreds of amateur 
films and have been on judging panels. With rare 
exceptions I have found that the great majority of 
exhibitors have shown little or no real knowledge of the 
use of the medium they were working in. Perhaps I 
am being a little hard. After all, our hobby is still in its 
infancy, and very little really suitable literature has been 
available. We have only recently commenced formulating 
certain standards. M.P.D. is now raising that standard 
and it is our hope that before long our work will be 
recognised at least on a par with the A.C.W. Ten Best 
and the P.S.A. best amateur efforts. 

1 shall now be removing the lens cap for the first time 
under the heading of "Cinema topics" and sincerely trust 
that whoever reads them will be helped and inspired to 
win thecovetedP.S.S.A. Oscar-the "Assegai". 

Before I start I must tell you of an incident which 
actually happened in Cape Town. A cine enthusiast 
walked into a camera shop and bought one of the finest 
cine cameras obtainable. After about three months 
)1e returned to the shop and asked the same salesman 
whether they would repurchase the camera. The sales 
man, with a puzzled look on his face, enquired if there was 
anything wrong with the camera. "Nothing is wrong 
with the camera", was the reply, "It is perfect and we 
are all delighted with the results but we have taken 

everything we require and therefore have no further use 
for the camera". 
It is my fervent wish that you do not replace the lens 

cap after such a short period but will develop your 
technique, skill, and artistry and receive some of the 
joys and pleasures of our fascinating hobby. 

To most of us who take up cinematography as a hobby 
it is a form of artistic expression, and before delving 
deeper into its technique, we should know something of 
its history. 
Cinematography as a form of art is something so young 

that it is only in recent years that we commenced referring 
to the Art of Cinematography. Whereas other arts have 
traditions of hundreds and some, thousands of years, 
photography is just over a hundred years old, the moving 
picture about seventy-five years. It can therefore be 
regarded as one of the youngest arts. What are the 
elements of cinematographic art? 
In ordinary still photography most of us know that 

composition, lighting, and subject matter, if handled 
correctly, may result in an artistic effort or even in a 
masterpiece, if handled by a master craftsman. 

In the earliest of films cinematographers shot simple 
events, like a boat leaving harbour-a train entering a 
station. Apart from the fact that it had motion, the 
essence of these shots could just as well be taken with a 
still camera. The Lumiere brothers, who were early 
experimenters in the field, took simple unrelated events 
such as I have just described. One of the earliest sequences 
showing control of the material, shows a man watering a 
garden-a boy steps on the hosepipe and stops the flow 
of water-the gardener looks at the hosepipe-the boy 
takes his foot off the pipe-gardener gets a soaking. That 
was a little over sixty years ago. In the year about 1900 
George Melies and Porter were developing short story 
sequences and were early experimenters in evolving a 
simple method of action and continuity. 
The next real development came about fifteen years 

later when D. W. Griffiths produced really outstanding 
films such as "Birth of a Nation" and "Intolerance". 

In what manner can we compare our efforts with a 
great master such as D. W. Griffiths? 
The principles of cnematography are the same 

whether we are shooting a Hollywood Epic or a "Baby 
on the Lawn" movie. 
I shall endeavour to elucidate these principles in 

future issues of Camera News. 
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IJ .N .I.C.A. 
M.P.D. is now the official representative in South 

Africa of U.N.I.C.A.--the International body of 
amateur cinephotographers. This function was previous 
ly carried out by the Amateur Cine Club of Johannesburg, 
who generously handed over this privilege to M.P.D. 
soon after its formation. 

Information has now been received from U.N.f.C.A. 
that its 16th Congress and its 19th International Con 
course of Amateur Cinematography will be held in Rome 
from 15th to 23rd September, inclusive, this year. 

Entries are invited from amateurs in South Africa. 
Any local producers interested in entering a film should 
contact the Hon. Secretary, M.P.D., Box 10763, Johan 
nesburg, for further information. · Also, if any M.P.D. 
members are lucky enough to be likely to be present in 
Rome at that time and would like to attend the meetings, 
they should inform the Hon. Secretary of M.P.D. 
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I TOO 

tJAN THINK 

ALOUD 

By Bianca Sergay 

IN the January issue of Camera News an article appeared 
by Mr. Lu Sher called "Thinking Aloud". He said 

some very nice things about a dinner he had at our house, 
and then he mentioned a question asked him by his 
host: "Why do you make films?" He erred a trifle here. 
The question was posed by his hostess-myself-not his 
host, and I wish I had taken a picture of Lu 's face when 
I asked him the sixty-four dollar question. I suppose it 
was a bit of a bombshell to drop in the middle of a candle 
light and wine dinner! 

But there was a reason behind this question. Over 
the past year both my husband and I have discussed at 
great length, and with many people throughout Scuth 
Africa, the question of judging cine films. We have talked 
with professional cine workers, amateur cine workers, 
still photographers and laymen. We have read many 
articles. We have corresponded with overseas workers. 
And everybody has given us a different answer. Every 
body has a different approach. 
Why should this be? It seems to me that the answer is 

a very simple one. lf we can find out why amateurs set 
about the heart-breaking, time-consuming business of 
making films; if we can determine what they are aiming 
at; for what satisfactions they are striving; then we can 
know on what basis films must be judged. Hence the 
question: "Why do you make films?" 

My answer would be: I have a message to put across 
to my audience. I have found something which interests 
me. It might be bird watching; it might be a machine; 
it might be a piece of music; it might only be an idea, a 
thought-but, whatever it is, it is something which has 
stirred me greatly, or interested me greatly, and I would 
like to stir or interest other people equally. The medium 
which best suits my purpose is that of cine photography. 
Here, with visuals and sounds, I can convey to a group 
of people something which, at the moment, is only in 
my mind, something which is of me. I have had a wonder 
ful experience. It might have been physical or spiritual 
it might havebeen a trip overseas, or a story I read which 
moved me. Whatever it was I want to tell others about 
it. I want them to travel with me, or to think with me, or 

cry with me, or laugh with me. I want them to enjoy, as 
I have done, something which has been very important to 
me I might even want them to be frightened with me. 
And, if I can put across this feeling to my audience, if I 
can capture their hearts, if I can feel that they me with 
me, then I have achieved what I set out to do. Then I will 
feel satisfied. 
There are, I suppose, many different answers to my 

question. But some would come from workers who are 
not primarily interested in having their films viewed by 
audiences or judged. Some would come from workers 
who fundamentally do not understand the medium with 
which they are working, and who, perhaps, are using it 
wrongly. And some would answer as Lu Sher did: "To 
satisfy a craving for artistic expression, to give a piece of 
one's thoughts and mind to others through the medium 
of the cinema screen, to voice certain ideas one has, 
tastefully, artistically and to the best of one's ability." 
Lu, as you can see, feels much as I do, and Lu, I know, 
belongs to the group of cine workers who produces 
competition films. 
This then brings us back to the reason behind my 

question. Tt brings us back to the problem of judging 
films. If we accept the premise that the aim of the 
amateur cine photographer is to put something across to 
his audience, then, surely, his film must be judged on 
this point. Has he succeeded in capturing his audience? 
Has his film "impact"? If the audience are bored and 
feel the film is too long-then he has failed. If the film is 
poor photographically and the audience don't enjoy 
watching it-then he has failed. If the music is unsuitable 
or badly recorded and the audience don't enjoy listening 
to it-then he has failed. If the commentary is disjointed 
or difficult to understand, or even redundant-then he 
has failed. If the continuity is patchy and the audience 
can't make out what is happening-then he has failed. 
And the greater the impact then the more successful is the 
film, and the higher the judges will mark it. 

Many of you will say that this is the hobby of cine 
photography, not of music, or of writing. Surely the 
photography is more important than any other aspect of 
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the film? I contend that the impact of a film might be 
tremendous, although the photography might not be 
outstanding. It might in fact be very ordinary, and maybe 
it is better so. Exceptional photography might throw the 
whole film out of balance. Perhaps I will be better 
understood here if I can quote an example in another 
sphere of art. Once in London I went to the theatre. 
The play was good, the production was competent, the 
acting was better than competent-but-Gertrude 
Lawrence was in it. Her technique was so far superior 
to that of anybody else; she dazzled to such an extent, 
that she stole every scene in which she appeared. She 
threw the whole play out of balance. Similarly, in 
films, photographic technique can be a scene stealer, and 
can dazzle the audience so much that they forget what the 
film is about. They have not received the message that 
the producer wanted to convey. The impact has gone 
wrong, and the film has failed. No one aspect of the film 
must be better than another, and all must be subservient 
to the fundamental aim of putting across an idea. 

J have heard a judge say : "If I know that a shot was 
particularly difficult to obtain, that the producer went 
to great lengths and took a great deal of trouble in shoot 
ing a particular scene, then I will mark him up according 
ly." Another judge has said: "If I know that a man has 
a great deal of wonderful equipment and he has not used 
it to its best advantage, I will mark his film down.'' 
But, as a member of an audience, I am not concerned 
with the equipment used, nor with the trouble taken. I 

am only interested in the result, and how the result 
fitted in with the finished product. If a man finds that 
he can shoot his film best standing on his head-well, 
good luck to him! So Jong as the end justifies the means; 
so long as J, the audience, am entertained, I am satisfied. 
It is of no importance to me that he could have got just 
as good results if he had held his camera upside down. 
I am probably sticking my neck out with this article! I 

have, in fact, already been criticised for my emphasis 
on the impact of films, but I'll let you into a little secret. 
Go to any professional cinema, any day of the week, 
see any film, and you will find that it is not the film which 
has outstanding photography, not the film which cost 
untold billions to produce, which you enjoy the most. 
Tt is the simple little film which has a story to tell or a 
message to convey, and which does so in sincere and 
positive terms, and which, if you really think about it, 
almost any amateur could have made himself. These are 
the films which win acclaim in the professional world. 
Surely, the same should apply with us amateurs? 

I would ask then that our judges sit down and think 
over what I have said. I would ask them when they judge 
films to rid their minds of all the technical fiddle-faddle 
with which they are cluttered up. Technicalities are the 
business of the producers, not the audience, and, unless 
our judges can place themselves in the position of the 
audience they are not doing their job properly. They 
are not giving the producer the full over-all judgment to 
which his artistic strivings are entitled. 
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RftUND THE 

ALBANY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 

THE monthly meeting of the Society was held in the 
Moth Hall, High Street, Grahamstown, on Tuesday, 

February 5th. There was a very good attendance of 
members and friends. 

A most interesting discussion, in the form of a quiz 
was held. Mr. Jack Duffield as quizmaster put questions 
to a "brains trust" panel (Messrs. Gerry Walters, Aubrey 
Baines and Dal Wallace), the subject being "The Value 
of Monthly Print Competitions." Some very good 
suggestions were made and it was asked that the commit 
tee consider a form of handicap. 

Mr. Dal Wallace gave a short talk on the Third 
Eastern Cape International Salon of Photography which 
is due to arrive at the end of the month. Previous 
exhibitions have been held in the Art Gallery; unfortu 
nately for our society this building has been sold to 
Rhodes University and will not be available in future. 
Question-time produced the usual crop of problems 

and a long discussion took place on short focal length 
enlarging lenses (2"), one member having had difficulty 
and had to change it for a 3" focal length lens. Other 
members had also found difficulty with these lenses. 
In view of the Helen Mann Trophy for portraiture, our 

chairman, Mr. R. E. T. Butler, invited members to 
his home for a practical evening. There was a "full 
house" but with an ample supply of floodlights members 
were able to operate in two separate rooms. Mr. Butler 
gave a short talk on the basic lighting for portraiture 
with a demonstration. 

J. Moffitt: 

AMATEUR CINE CLUB-JOHANNESBURG 
Address: P.O. Box 11180 Johannesburg. 
Meetings: 2nd Monday Monthly A.T.K.V. Hall. 
Secretary: Telephone 22-0494 (Office). 

THE usual panic that prevails just before the "Films 
of the Year" exhibition has been strangely absent 

this year due no doubt to the pre-planning and strenuous 
efforts of the committee over the last two or three months. 
A full report of the major snags that were met with will 
be given in the next issue of Camera News. 
The success of the beginners meeting last month was 

due to the informal approach to "Camera and Camera 
Troubles". The members brought along their own 
Cameras and problems and by the end of the evening 
one dear old lady was overheard to say "Now 1 know 
what those numbers around the lens are for". 
The members of the council and their wives will be 

"stepping out" together just before the Annual General 
Meeting next month. We don't know if the Social 
Function is a celebraticn or just some organisation for 
"jobs for pals" election at the A.G.M. Our guess however 
is that having successfully steered the club through anoth 
er active year they just want to see each other under 
conditions where they can forget the problems of last 
year. 
The Treasurers report for 1956 tells us that our present 

membership is just under 350. No wonder there are often 
some strange faces at our meetings. 
The "Rose Bowl" competition (the rules were printed 

in last month's Camera News) has its closing date as the 
31st March 1957 and entry forms are available from the 
Hon. Secretary at the above address. 

JOHANNESBURG PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 
CINE SECTION 

Informal Meetings (Beginners) : First Friday in the month 
Formal Meeting: Third Tuesday in the month. 
Venue: Public Library, Johannesburg. 
The 1957 season opened with the Annual General 

Meeting on Tuesday, 15th January, 1957. 
The corn nittee was duly elected and a hearty vote of 

thanks to the retiring committee was proposed, seconded, 
and endorsed. 
The retiring Chairman Mr. F. Parkinson, who did not 

apply for re-election, was given an ovation in appreci 
ation of his work during his period of office. His Chair 
manship, together with the help given by the hardworking 
committee, contributed in no small measure toward a 
very successful period in the history of the Society. 
The appointment of office bearers was carried out at 

the subsequent Committee Meeting held on the 21st 
January. Mr. W. J. Paterson was elected chairman. 

The programme of lectures etc., arranged for 1957 is as 
follows. 

Formal 
Feb. Script writing. 
Mar. Tape recorders 

and recording. 
April. Forum. 
May. Judging films. 
June Animated films. 
July Colour. 
Aug. Film Editing. 

Sept. Composition. 

Informal. (beginners). 
Your Camera. 
Your exposure meter. 

Your projector. 
Your Titles. 
Your editing and splicing 
Your story. 
Your background music 

and commentary. 
Your auxiliary lenses and 

filters. 
Over to you. 
Gadget night. 

Oct. Cine optics and filters. 
Nov. Special effects. 
Dec, Beginners competition. 
The programme of lectures for beginners given during 

1956 proved such a successful feature that it has been 
revised and made more comprehensive for this season. 

By invitation, a visit by the J.P.S. to the Cine Club at 
Pretoria has been arranged for Monday, 25th February, 
at the Technical College, Church st. The programme 
arranged will consist of a Talk-"Our Club Amplifier" 
and a selection of 8 mm. and 16 mm. films. 
The "Set Subject" for the 1957 competition is to be 

entitled "A Quiet Weekend". The scope envisaged by this 
subject is wide and can lead to a variety of interesting 
interpretations. We are looking forward to the films 
which we hope will be forthcoming in large numbers, 
especially from last year's beginners, who may show the 
experts something judging by the quality of the films 
entered for the beginners competition last December. 

We are also running a new Annual Competition, 
starting this year, for a "Shooting Script". 

We feel that the pre-planning of films is a feature to 
which quite a number of us do not pay sufficient attention. 
The tendency to go out and shoot anything and every 
thing is something which is prevalent, especially among 
beginners. 
Even when making pictures which cannot be scripted 

beforehand, the chances are that one who has had some 
experience in preparing a detailed script will recognise 
those shots which should be taken for continuity, effect, 
or where there should be a fade or dissolve, or a close up, 
etc. 
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Another reason for this competition is that we feel 
that there are members whose budget does not allow 
for making a film which does not include purely personal 
or family records. Similarly some members may feel, 
wrongly we are sure, that they cannot compete with the 
standard of some of our competition films and are there 
fore not prepared to go to the trouble and expense of 
making and entering a film for competition. 

Well this is a competition where expense does not 
enter into the scheme of things, a sheet or two of note 
paper and a pencil and a bit _of inspiration is all that is 
required. 

Still further, the main idea behind the script compe 
tition, is that we hope a suitable script will be forth 
coming which can be used (with the permission of the 
author of course) to make a film as a club effort. A 
useful idea would be to appoint a Director, Camera Man, 
Editor, "Continuity Girl" etc., from among the more 
experienced members, each one of these to have an 
understudy who is a comparative beginner. There is no 
reason why the film should not be made in both 8 mm. 
and 16 mm.; in this way a larger number of the members 
could join in the fun. 

The result, if up to standard, may be entered as a club 
effort in competitions held by other clubs. 

We understand that there are manv overseas clubs 
doing just this and very successfully too and we are sure 
that by this practical method we shall learn more of 
filming technique than by watching films made by others. 
There is nothing like a practical demonstration to show 
what can be achieved using a little pre-planning and 
thought, and when costs are taken, may prove that to 
produce a film of competition standard need not be the 
expensive business that some of us imagine. 

Incidentally, due to the activities of some of our 
technical members, the section has recently taken over a 
very comprehensive amplification system. According 
to the experts concerned the system is unique in a number 
of aspects. The new tape recorder is also to hand. 
As club members who are on the receiving end we must 

agree that, although our original system was good and 
gave justice to the commentaries, the new one is even 
better. 

A. F. C. 

CAPE CINE · CLUB 

AT the February monthly meeting of the Club held 
on the 14th, a very welcome guest was Mr. T. 

Stafford Smith who gave an informative talk and demon 
stration on -tape recording and synchronisation. After 
dealing with a few technicalities, he proceded to outline 
his system which has been used with such marked success. 
Considerable interest was displayed by the audience, and 
Mr. Stafford Smith dealt with a barrage of questions 
In the second half, the gathering was treated to two 

of his films, City of Gold and The Mystery of Pengie. The 
former film was originally edited as a silent and Mr. 
Stafford-Smith explained that it was later sounded, this 
being his first effort at tape recorded commentary. The 
subject of the film, Johannesburg and environs against a 
mining background, was well handled and a generous 
footage was given to superimpositional shots. The 
Mystery of Pengie is so well known that it is not necessary 
to say more than that it was the highlight of the evening 
and clearly demonstrated Mr. Stafford Smith's adroit 
handling of commentary on tape. 

R. C. T. Young. 

CAPE TOWN PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 

STILL SECTION 

JANUARY 30 being the fifth Wednesday of the month 
we held a "combined" meeting of both sections. 

Presided over by our President, Mr. Eric Vertue, A.R.P.S. 
a goodly turnout of members and friends enjoyed a 
varied programme. At the opening of the meeting Mr. 
T. Stafford Smith, one of our Past Presidents, was presen 
ted with the Society's gold medal for meritorious 
service, a well deserved award. Then followed a skilful 
demonstration by Miss Bateman on make-up for por 
traiture photography. There is a lot in this make-up 
business and Miss Bateman is an expert. Mr. Ray Ryan 
then gave us an excellent talk on a trip through Basuto 
land, illustrated by first class colour slides; this gave us 
many glimpses of this facinating country. 
The final item was a Kodak film on Lenses: from the 

selection and weighing the raw material for making the 
glass to the final polishing and assembling of the finished 
lens, the film showed us every process, a revelation in 
the amount of work that goes into the finished product. 

On Wednesday, 6th, we had a very interesting series of 
lectures on "Getting the most out of my camera", by 
Messrs. Eric Vertue, Ray Ryan, Denis Sprenger, Ralph 
Taylor and Fanie Schultz; these gentleman gave us the 
"low down" on various types of cameras from the not so 
humble Leica to a magnificent 12 x 10 bellows camera of 
ancient vintage recently assembled by Mr. Schultz. 
Altogether a most entertaining hour. 

The print competition was "open" and the results were 
1st. "On the Berg River" by Ray Ryan; 2nd. "Jean" 
by A. J. Musgrave Newton; 3rd. "Youth and Age" by 
Robert Bell. 

STILL 

KEEN 

and 

MOVIE AMATEUR 

PHOTOGRAPHERS 

shop at 
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At the meeting held on Wednesday, 20th, after the 
usual home-processed slide competitions, members 
followed Mr. Richards on his recent visit to England, 
Wales and the continent. The slides, taken with Ferrani 
colour, were of great interest as was also the lecturer's 
explanation of how he overcame a blue cast which 
appeared on the earlier exposures made. 

J.R.H. 

CINEMATOGRAPHIC SECTION 

ON WEDNESDAY, 9th January, 1957, following on 
the December lecture by Mr. French on "The Choice 

and Care of a Camera", Mr. L. Gordon gave a talk on 
"How to use and what to Film" with the camera purchas 
ed. This talk occupied the whole of the first half of the 
programme, and after the tea interval, Mr. C. H. Weich 's 
travelogue of his holiday trip through the Wankie and 
Chingolosi Game Reserves and on to Nyassaland, was 
screened. 

On Wednesday, 23rd January, 1957, Mr. H. A. G. 
French gave a most lucid talk on "Tripods and Camera 
Supports". This was followed by Mrs. Chater's "Pride 
of Table Mountain"-an 8 mm. film which came first in 
the Novice Contest at the Cape Cine Club's competition. 
Dr. Henn then screened his 16 mm. film called "The Gate 
way to Africa". This film had come second in the Cape 
Cine Club's competition. Thus ended a very instructive 
and enjoyable evening. 

At our meeting on 13th February, 1957, the first half 
of the programme saw the screening of "A-Lad-in 
Trouble" by Mr. 0. Holmgren. A delightful little story 
film which drew chuckles from the audience. This was 
followed by "Movie Makers" by Messrs. B. Fisher and 
I. B. Guy-an excellent film which never palls however 
often it is screened at the meetings. 
The second half of the programme was something a 

little unusual for the Cine Section's programme. Mr. and 
Mrs. Barling very kindly exhibited their 35 mm. colour 
slides of the Cape to Algiers Motor Rally, entitled "Cape 
to Algiers with the Barlings". Mr. Barling first gave us a 
brief summary and Mrs. Barling gave us a very colourful 
running commentary during the screening of these slides. 
Many of our Still section members took advantage by 
attending this meeting, and a thoroughly enjoyable 
evening was had by one and all. 

L. Gordon. 

LETABA PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 

OUR February competition was once again a great 
success, there being close on fifty members present. 

The attendance of members at our meetings have always 
been a great success and indicates the interest that is still 
being shown in photography in the district. 
The competition was "Table Top" and members are 

to be congratulated on the excellent entries submitted. 
First in the Advanced Section was Mr. Hardus 

Lombard; Mr. A. van Reenen got two firsts in the be 
ginners section, and Thyssie Marais was first in the 
Juniors. 

Our thanks to Mr. Mannie, of the Johannesburg 
Camera Club for judging, and so taking a lot of 
responsibility off the hands of the "local yokels"! 
It is our intention in the near future to have a separate 

Cine section and so concentrate a little more on the so 
far neglected 'members of the club. 
Our next competition will be "Child Studies," judging 

from past entries this I feel sure will once again be suc 
cessful and interesting. 

QUEENSTOWN CAMERA CLUB 

THE Annual General Meeting was held on the 24th 
of January 1957 and was well attended. The office 

bearers for the ensuing year are:- 
Chairman: Mr. E. F. Maasdorp. 
Secretary-Treasurer: Mr. P. Barnes. 
Committee: Messrs. W. Jackson, A Crouch, R. Verwoerd. 
Mr. R. Verwoerd resigned from the Secretaryship at 

his request and Mr. P. Barnes was elected in his place. 
This was the only change in the committee as Mr. A. 
Hislop resigned from the committee on account of ill 
health. 
The Club seems to be on a reasonably strong footing 

and the promise for the future seems bright. We hope to 
have an exceptional year in 1957 and the prcspects of 
having our first Salon acceptance are good. 

[t was unanimously decided that Dr. J. Denfield, 
A.R.P.S. of East London be made an Hon. Life Vice 
President of the Club. The Club owes much to Dr. 
Denfield and his enthusiasm, advice and his encourage 
ment have gone a long way to making the club what it 
is to-day. It is no exaggeration to say that without Dr. 
Denfield there would have been no club. 
The Secretarial Post of the club has been divided 

amongst the Committee members, such as Publicity, 
Portfolios, Shows, etc. In this way it is hoped to have a 
smoother running organisation with Jess work for the 
Secretary. 
The year 1957 should be a good one and with a number 

of new members we hope a successful one. 

VEREENIGING PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 

IT is a pleasure to place on record the overwhelming 
hospitality of the members of the Eligwa Boating Club 

and the Loch Vaal Aquatic Sports Club, when they 
entertained members of the Johannesburg Pictorialists 
and the Vereeniging Photographic Society. Under the 
guidance of the Commodore, Mr. McKechnie, four 
cabin launches were at our disposal, and everybody 
thoroughly enjoyed the whole day. The Vaal River was 
at its most beautiful. 
Later in March the pictures taken will be exhibited 

at the Eligwa Club House. 
The monthly meeting of the Society, held on 5 February, 

was quite well attended, Mr. W. H. J. Andrew being in 
the Chair. The lecture of the evening was entitled "How 
to take it", delivered by Mr. R. B. L. Tindall. With his 
pictures he demonstrated and explained the correct 
path of a photographer from box-camera to all the 
gadgets. This practical lesson, delivered in a delightfully 
informal manner, was appreciated by all. 
The new screen was brought into use for the first time 

for the colour slides competitions. This is indeed an 
acquisition to the Society. Competitors had the grati 
fication of seeing their work displayed to best advantage. 
Mr. C. Moller commented and made awards as follows: 
Mark 1, Mr. R. B. L. Tindall; Mark 1, Mr. W. H. J. 

Andrew; Mark 2, Mr. W. H. J. Andrew; Mark 2, Mr. 
R.R. Lane. 

With the presentation of the monthly Tindall Shield to 
Mr. McPherson the meeting ended. 

A Harber. 

Obtain your Photographic Magazines 
through Photo Publishing Co., of S.A. 

P.O. Box 9612, Johannesburg. 
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DUNLOP SLIDE AND MOVIE GROUP 

THE January meeting was devoted to slides. First 
came a series on the Kruger Park by Mr. F. F. M. 

Ferguson, all competently taken, and it was a pleasure to 
listen to a commentary so nicely timed and delivered. 
So often there is a long empty pause after each slide has 
been described, and too much talk right after each new 
picture reaches the screen, when we need some peace 
in which to take our first look at it. 

Bearing in mind the recent holiday season our subjects 
for 'Merit Stars' were Happy Holidays and South 
African Scenes, and Mr R. F. Samrnell swept the board 
and gained three awards against stiff competition. Two 
of his stars were for Cape Scenes, and one of these 
beautifully demonstrated that elusive twilight effect. 
The two members who had tied with most Stars earned 
during 1956 were each invited to submit a series of six 
slides for the play-off and, by a close margin, Mr L. N. 
Agate won the film that the Club was presenting. 

Stars are awarded by audience vote and it has been 
suggested that it would help competitors if members are 
picked at random and asked which way they voted and 
why. We'll try this but, as all Clubs know, it's one 
thing to get members talking in the interval and quite 
another to get them on to their feet during the meeting 
proper. 

The evening concluded with some 2±'' sq. slides by 
Mr. C. A. Noble, a visitor from Johannesburg. Once 
again the possibilities of these big-brothers, especially 
when projected nice and big, was brought home to us. 

Neal Du Brey 

OVERSEAS SALON SUCCESSES 

23rd "Iris" (Belgium). September, 1956. 

Monochrome Prints 
Dr. Joseph Denfield (1 print). 
Children of the Sun. 

31st "Vooruit" (Belgium) October, 1956 

Monochrome Prints 
Dr. Joseph Denfield (2 prints). 
This our land. ' 
Mother Pride. 

44th Southampton (England). October, 1956. 

Colour Transparencies 
J.P. Andrews (3 slides). 
Eastern Cataract, Victoria Falls. 
Giant Protea. 
Monarda. 

Monochrome Transparencies 
Denis Sprenger (4 slides). 
Misty Walk. 
Throgmorton Avenue E.C.2. 
Doorknocker, Ste. Marie, Helsingor 
Detail, Pulpit, D. R. Church, Cape Town. 

For Good 

CAMERAS 
and 

Personal Service 

Whvsall's 0/ 

68 WEST STREET DURBAN 

Ask for new Illustrated catalogue 

2nd "Orso d 'Oro (Italy). December, 1956. 

Monochrome Prints 
Dr. Joseph Denfield, (1 print). 
The Valley Awakens. 

Colour Transparencies 
C.H.A. Darnant (l slide). 
Nyasa Fisherman. 

11th Hong Kong. December, 1956. 

Monochrome Prints. 
Aaron Fisher (2 prints). 
Heavenly Boughs. 
This-my Africa. 

Sing Ho (2 prints) 
Looking Down. 
Recollects. 

V. V. Jacobs (1 print). 
Poise. 

S. D. Kieser (1 print). 
Morning Stroll. 

Will Till, Hon. F.R.P.S. (2 prints). 
The Still Evening. 
Heaven's Fury. 

Rhodes Tremeer, A.R.P.S., F.R.S.A. (3 prints). 
The Working. 
The Criminous. 
The Dejected. 
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Photographic Society of Southern Africa Limited 
THE FOLLOWING TAPE RECORDED LECTURES ARE AVAILABLE TO 
ORGANISATIONAL MEMBERS. APPLICATIONS SHOULD BE MADE TO: 

MR. LIONEL BEVIS 
P.O. BOX 1594 

DURBAN. 

1. PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY by Bertram Sinkinson, F.R.P.S., F.I.B.P. Past President, Royal Photographic 
Soc., 30 (M) xlides. Speed 7½'' per sec. 7" reel. 1 hour. Fee: 7 /6. 

.2. ELEMENTARY FAULTS IN COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY by Dr. A. D. Bensusan, F.R.P.S., F.P.S.A. 
(Past President, Photographic Soc. Southern Africa 29 (C) slides. 16 min. 5" reel. Fee : 5/~ 

3. COLOURFUL CALIFORNIA (travelogue). Kodachrome transparencies by Fred Hankins of Taft, Calif., U.S.A. 
Script by Mrs. M. B. Bevis. 60 (C) slides; 30 mins. 5" reel. Fee: 7 /6. 

4. COMMENTARY ON PRETORIA PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY'S COLLECTION OF PRINTS AW ARD 
ED THE A.P. OVERSEAS PLAQUE IN 1955 by Drs. A. D. Bensusan, J. K. du Toit and B. Danzig. 23 (M) 
slides; 30 ruins. 5" reel. Fee: 7 /6. 

5. PHOTOGRAPHING OLD CAPE DUTCH HOMESTEADS by Eric Vertue, A.R.P.S. 27 (M) slides; 30 
mins. 5" reel. Fee: 7 /6. 

6. AGGRESSION AND PEACE IN NORTH AFRICA by E. K. (Ted) Jones. 15 (M) slides; 15 ruins. 5'' reel. 
Fee: 5/- 

7. LETS DO A TRAVEL TALK by Nat Cowan, A.R.P.S., A.P.S.A. 62 (M) slides; ... ruins. 6'' reel. Fee: 7,6. 
8. ELEMENTARY COMPOSITION by Dr. A. D. Bensusan, F.R.P.S., F.P.S.A. (M) slides. 22½ mins. 5"reel. 

Fee: 7/6. 
*9. ESSENTIALS TO PROPER PROJECTION by Members of the Durban Amateur Cine Club. 10-15 mins . 

(Not illustrated). Fee: 5/- 
*10. HOW TO GIVE A COMMENTARY by Members of the Durban Amateur Cine Club. 10-15 mins. Not illustrat- 

ed. Fee: 5/- 
*ll. ON LENSES AND SUPPLEMENTARY LENSES by Members of the Durban Amateur Cine Club. 10-15 mins. 

(Not illustrated) Fee: 5/- 
*12. TITLING by Members of the Durban Amateur Cine Club. 10-15 mins. (Not illustrated) Fee: 5/-. 

Lectures marked * are primarily for Cine Clubs. Slides: (M) =Monochrome: (C)=Colour. 

V ereeniging and tlte Hawkins Glass 

MANY questions have been asked as to the reason 
for an outsize in glasses, labelled "Hawkins" filled 

with water, on the Chairman's table. The story is now 
told. 
It was when G. L. Hawkins visited us. We had him on 

a motor boat, cruising up and down the Vaal River. 
There he sat in a corner at the stern, gloomy. It was a 
rainy afternoon, so we were wet, so to speak, above and 
below. Nothing could assuage the depression of G. L. 
Hawkins, neither the soft words of fair women nor the 
flattering tones of the men. Came dinner, when he 
thawed out a- little, the Chairman craftily pouring out 
generous libations of wine. 
Then we left for the Club Room, for a talk. "A glass of 

water, please," said G. L. Hawkins, "My throat gets dry 
when talking at a gathering". But alas! there was no 
glass, so a cup full of water was placed on the table. 

G. L. Hawkins looked at it with distaste. "Never heard 
of such a thing" he muttered, "water in a thick ugly cup". 
He put it on one side, and commenced his lecture. Every 
now and again he shifted the cup of water to another 
part of the table. Finally he picked it up and put it 
underneath the table and carried on. Then, stepping 
forward for something, he tramped on it. Water, water, 
everywhere, He wallowed in it. Outside, the rain dripped 
down steadily. The Secretary trembled, the Chairman 
was petrified. Kin Bensusan, agitated, called for a cloth, 
which was thrown to an inoffensive member sitting in 
front, who went down on his hands and knees and wiped 
the floor dry. G. L. Hawkins, stood, waiting, looking 
like nothing else but the Czar of all the Russias. 
The talk was then resumed, but the memory of the 

incident is still with us, and now perpetuated with the 
"Hawkins" glass. 
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FOURTH PHOTOGRAPHIC CONGRESS OF SOUTHERN 

AFRICA. 

THE aim of the Congress is to provide the site and opportunity 
for a meeting of photographers from all over, the world to 

exchange ideas on matters of interest, to their mutual benefit and 
enjoyment. 

The programme is interesting and varied. On the social side, 
we have arranged a picnic tea on the Zambesi ; a banquet at 
which the Federal Prime Minister, the Hon. Sir Roy Welensky, 
C.M.G., M.P., will be our Guest of Honour; a braaivleis (barbecue) 
at the Falls, to be followed by a visit to the Livingstone Game Park; 
and a dance. 

On the photographic side, we have arranged to present the prize 
winning films from the SECOND PSSA INTERNATIONAL FILM 
FESTIVAL, the entries from the SECOND PSSA INTERNATION 
AL SALON, and talks by such renowned photographers as Dr. 
S. D. Jouhar, FRPS, FIBP, of London, Nat Cowan, ARPS, APSA, 
of Johannesburg, Dr. Julius Sergay and David Millan, also of 
Johannesburg, and others. 

Visitors to Congress will have wonderful opportunities to photo 
graph the spectacular Victoria Falls, the wild and lovely Game 
Reserves of Central Africa, and the fabulous Copper belt of Northern 
Rhodesia. And there are other attractions of East, Central and South 
Africa, all within reach of the Falls, but too numerous to mention 
individually. 

Salon entry forms, and Congress registration forms are available 
from the under-signed; Film Festival entry forms may be obtained 
from the Secretary, Motion Picture Division, PSSA, P.O. Box 10763, 
Johannesburg. 

J. D. Chadwick. 

@ Printed by The Citadel Press, 145, Bree Street, Cape Town 
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Kodak Verichrome 
Pan Film is like 

an umbrella .. 
Kodak Verichrome Pan is the 

new a/I-purpose film that will 
cover nearly all of your photo 
graphic needs. 

Speed- ASA 80 means that you have 
enough film speed for 111 outdoor snap 

shots and indoor flash. Only the super 
speed Kodak Tri-X Film is faster. 

Exposure Latitude - Very long exposure 
scale with exceptional under-exposure latitude 
makes this film outstandingly good. 

Panchromatic Sensitivity- Faithful tonal repro 
duction of all colours and accurate rendering 
with filters. 

Acutance+- Sharpness and fine grain permit big 
enlargements. Only the micro grain Kodak Panaro 
mic-X Film has finer grain. 

Connoisseurs all over the world are adopting Kodak 
Verichrome Pan as the film whch solves most photographic 

situations, with most cameras. You owe it to yourself to 
try it too. 

Ask your Kodak dealer for the folder describing this new film. 

g0dak 
Gives more faithful 

veri,t,ro"'e renderi11g of any subject, 

~ in any light. 

KODAK 

VERICHROME PAN 
FILM 

K. -43-56E 
·Kodak' and · Verichrome' are reiistered trade marks. 


